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Introducing Homely...
The smart thermostat specially designed for heat pumps.

Welcome to the Homely family. Our mission is to help to make your house a home. 
We do that by making sure the temperature is cosy, just how you like it. 

On top of that, there is also the warm feeling of knowing you are helping the planet On top of that, there is also the warm feeling of knowing you are helping the planet 
by reducing carbon emissions. Homely can also help reduce your heating bills.by reducing carbon emissions. Homely can also help reduce your heating bills.

Read on to find out more.



Let’s start with a word about heat pumps
There is lots of information available about what a heat pump is. We like to start with what it isn’t.  
A boiler. The boiler has gone. It was never really that into you. It relied on dirty fuels, it was inefficient. 
It would often fail just before large family gatherings. 

Heat pumps are much better. They are greener, cleaner and can be cheap to run. To do this they Heat pumps are much better. They are greener, cleaner and can be cheap to run. To do this they 
work in a different way to your old boiler. How so? work in a different way to your old boiler. How so? 

Slow and steady wins the race. Just like the winner in the tale of the Hare and the Tortoise, heat pumps 
work best by heating your home slowly and steadily. So, you might notice the heat pump is on a lot.  
That’s as it should be. It might come on when you’re not expecting it. That’s completely normal. 

So, forget everything you know about boilers and welcome to the cosiness of a heat pump.



How smart do you want Homely to be?
With Homely, you are in control. Homely comes with two ways (modes) of working included as standard. 
In fact, one is called Standard. The other is called Smart. The choice is yours. Of the included modes, we 
recommend Smart but we know that there might be instances when Standard mode will be chosen. 

Smart mode is where Homely starts flexing its capability muscles. Homely will learn about your home and Smart mode is where Homely starts flexing its capability muscles. Homely will learn about your home and 
how long it takes to warm up and cool down. Homely has another trick up its virtual sleeve – it checks the how long it takes to warm up and cool down. Homely has another trick up its virtual sleeve – it checks the 
local weather forecast and factors that in to its schedule. That means you get the home temperature you local weather forecast and factors that in to its schedule. That means you get the home temperature you 
want, when you want it. You can set a schedule for each day or have one for the week and another for the want, when you want it. You can set a schedule for each day or have one for the week and another for the 
weekend. All of this can be done from anywhere with the Homely App. Now that’s smart. weekend. All of this can be done from anywhere with the Homely App. Now that’s smart. 

Standard mode works like a traditional thermostat. You tell it when to come on, when to switch off and what 
temperature you’d like your home to be. Standard mode is there for those who want it but you’ll be missing 
out with regards to efficiencies, potential savings, and having your home just how you like it. Want to switch 
between Standard and Smart? Just access your Homely account.



Want to switch mode? Simple!  
Just access your Homely account.
Here’s a quick summary of the differences between modes.

SmartSmart

   Control your heat pump from anywhere via the App

   Ability to set a different heating schedule for each day

   Learns and optimises your home’s heating

   Optimised for fixed tariffsfixed tariffs to save cost and carbon

   Pre-heated hot water

   Smart pre-heating

StandardStandard

   Control your heat pump from anywhere via the App

   Ability to set a different heating schedule for each day

   Learns and optimises your home’s heating

   Optimised for fixed or smart tariffs to save cost and carbon

   Pre-heated hot water

   Smart pre-heating

IncludedIncludedIncludedIncluded



Setting up your heating 
schedules couldn’t be easier…
The first time you open the app, Homely will launch the Schedule Creation Wizard.  
The Wizard will ask you a few simple questions about when you normally get 
up, whether you are at home during the day, what time you go to bed, and what 
temperature you’d like your home to be. It will also help you set up separate 
schedules for the weekend.

There are also helpful videos and guides as to what everything on the screen means. 
In no time at all you’ll have a schedule set that perfectly fits with your preferences. 
You can sit back and let Homely make your home nice and cosy.

TIP: Radiators will feel cooler
Your radiators will feel cooler when at your set temperature. A boiler 
often uses high temperatures in shorter bursts to provide warmth. 
Heat pumps typically heat slower and longer, resulting in cooler feeling 
radiators than you may be used to.



What about heating my hot water?
Naturally, Homely has got that covered. The Schedule Creation Wizard will work it all  
out for you. 

If you’ve chosen Standard mode, your water will start to be heated at the time you’ve  
set in the schedule. 

In Smart mode, Homely will pre-heat your water so as to ensure that the water is hot to 
trot exactly when you want it. Smart mode is there to make your life cosier, so we always 
recommend using it when possible.

TIP: Give your hot water a boost if required
If you find yourself using a high amount of hot water and need a little 
extra, tap the hot water boost button in the Homely App.



Got a question? Here are some that 
we are frequently asked.
Q. My radiator only ever feels lukewarm? My boiler used to get it much hotter.Q. My radiator only ever feels lukewarm? My boiler used to get it much hotter.

A. That’s actually a good sign as it shows your heat pump is working as it should. The key 
thing to remember is that boilers and heat pumps are designed to work in different ways.  
The heat pump will aim to heat the home gradually so radiators will rarely feel uncomfortably 
hot to the touch. 

Q. I’m using Smart mode. My heat pump seems to be on and off at totally different times  Q. I’m using Smart mode. My heat pump seems to be on and off at totally different times  
to how my schedule is set? Is it not working properly?to how my schedule is set? Is it not working properly?

That is completely normal. The heat pump is working to ensure you get the temperatures  
you want at the times you want them. Given how they work, your heat pump will power on 
and off when it needs to.

https://www.homelyenergy.com/faq


Great, you’re all set. It’s time for Homely 
to start making your house a home.
Have you heard about Smart+, Homely’s tariff optimisation service? Smart+ works with smart electricity 
tariffs such as Octopus Go and Octopus Agile.

Based on the changing electricity prices that occur during the day, Smart+ works to make sure you are 
taking advantage of the cheaper slots and avoiding the most expensive. Whilst still ensuring your home 
is cosy and how you like it. It’s a subscription service but there is no fee for the first year. You can switch 
to Smart+ at any time by accessing your Homely account.

GoGot any quest any questionstions? Need some tr? Need some troubleshoooubleshooting helpting help? C? Check out our accompanying guide, “Getting the 
most from Homely””..



We hope you  
enjoy Homely.
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